
BLECHTECH AG

Rheinauerweg 17
Dachsen 8447

Phone: +41 (0)44818 9511
Fax: +41 (0)44818 9595

With its versatile, state-of-the-art and efficient manufacturing capabilities, high

flexibility, well-trained team and many years of expertise, BLECHTECH AG offers you

the opportunity to procure sheet metal products and assemblies in a high value

chain from a single source.As a full-service provider, our services range from

consultations, finding solutions, development, production and surface treatments

to, and including, logistics - the complete service package under one

roof. INDUSTRY
 
 MEM INDUSTRYSHEET METAL PROCESSINGRAIL VEHICLE CONSTRUCTIONWe

produce individual solutions for all industry sectors. The broad spectrum includes

mechanical engineering, the chemical industry, food industry, plastics industry, rail

vehicle construction and other sectors. Our advisers take the time to work with you

and flesh out your needs; our designers and industrial engineers turn your ideas

into producible products.
 
 We manufacture components or entire installations by taking into account the

individual requirements of the respective industry. If necessary, we adapt our

production to accommodate individual requirements to achieve this. We also

guarantee to deliver on schedule, which ensures the complete reliability of your

production processes. You will also appreciate the advantages of our in-house
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surface finishing service and our experience in this area.
 ADVERTISING TECHNOLOGY
 
 POSEXHIB. STAND CONSTRUCTIONSIGNAGEWe cater for various areas with our

advertising technology services. From brochure stands to showcases, display

cabinets and neon signs, together with our customers, we design sophisticated

products that must exemplify a superior design and quality of material.
 
 Our design specialists will support you in the planning, visualisation and technical

realisation of your individual wishes and requirements.
MANUFACTURING SERVICES
 
 2D AND 3D LASER CUTTINGPUNCHINGWATER JET CUTTINGFORMINGWELDING2D

AND 3D LASER WELDINGFINISHBONDINGASSEMBLYCOATINGSWith its versatile and

efficient manufacturing capabilities, BLECHTECH AG offers a high and flexible

capacity for demanding deadlines, from individual parts to the entire assembly with

mounting components.
 
 With our modern and versatile machinery, we can cater for different requirements

with short lead times.
 
 The integrated and fully automated sheet metal warehouse at BLECHTECH AG has

180 storage areas for large parts and stocks a wide range of raw materials, which

helps us keep delivery times low.
SERVICES
 
 CONSULTATIONSOLUTIONSSPECIAL SOLUTIONSDESIGNPRODUCTIONLOGISTICSThe

services offered by BLECHTECH AG are based on the five phases of consultation,

solution/special solutions, design, production and logistics. These form the basis on

which you can successfully realise your products.
 
 Specialists are there to support you throughout all five phases, providing

assistance and developing the respectively suitable approaches for your request.

They ensure a seamless transition to the next production step.
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